
Sleeves (make 2)
Cuff
With MC and smaller needle (set dpn or long circular), CO 
60 (64, 68, 72, 76, 76). Place m and join for working in the 
round, being careful not to twist. 

RND 1 :  *K2, p2; repeat from * to end.

Repeat Rnd 1 until ribbed cuff measures 2 (2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 
3.25, 3.5)” (5 [5.5, 6.5, 7, 8.5, 9] cm) from CO. At end of last 
round, M1—61 (65, 69, 73, 77, 77) sts.

Colorwork Sleeve
Switch to larger needle (set dpn or long circular) and join 
CC. Sleeve shaping and charted colorwork are worked at 
the same time. Read following sections before proceeding. 

Colorwork Chart

During the first round of colorwork, work to last stitch in 
colorwork pattern, then M1 in color pattern. This addition-
al stitch is accounted for on chart and allows for pattern 
symmetry—62 (66, 70, 74, 78, 78) sts. Throughout Sleeve, 
end every round with a MC stitch which is not shown on 
the chart. This stitch will create a "seam" line all the way 
up the inside of the Sleeve. Beginning and ending at line 
indicated for your size, and working 12-st pattern repeat 
5 (5, 5, 6, 6, 6) times across each round, work Rnds 1–126 
of Sleeve Chart, ending every round with a MC, stitch as 
mentioned above.

Shape Sleeve

Work Rnds 1–9 (9, 7, 5, 3, 3) of Sleeve Chart.

INCREASE RND: LIR in color shown on chart, work in 
chart to last st, LIL in color shown on chart, k1 MC—2 sts 
increased.

Work Increase Rnd every 10th (10th, 8th, 6th, 4th, 4th) rnd 
9 (9, 13, 15, 15, 27) more times, then every 12th (12th, –, 
8th, 6th, –) rnd 1 (1, –, 2, 8, –) times—84 (88, 98, 110, 126, 
134) sts.

Work 14 more rnds without shaping, ending on Rnd 126 of 
chart. On last round, work in pattern to the last 2 sts, s2kp 
CC with the last 2 sts of the rnd and the first st of the next 
rnd (removing the marker)—2 sts decreased. 82 (86, 96, 
108, 124, 132) sts. 

Place the last 8 (8, 9, 9, 11, 11) sts worked and the next 
7 (7, 8, 8, 10, 10) sts of the round on waste yarn for each 
underarm. 15 (15, 17, 17, 21, 21) total sts on waste yarn for 
underarms.  Set sleeves aside and work body.

Body
Hem
With MC and smaller 32” (80 cm) needle, CO 239 (271, 
299, 331, 359, 391). Place m and join for working in the 
round, being careful not to twist. 

RND 1 :  *K2, p2; repeat from * to last 7 sts, k2, place m, k5 
(steek sts).

Repeat Rnd 1 (omitting placing marker as it’s already in 
place) until ribbed hem measures 1.75” (4.5 cm) from CO. 

Colorwork Body
Switch to larger 32” (80 cm) needle and join CC. During 
the first round of colorwork, M1 at about center back in 
colorwork pattern. This additional stitch is accounted for 
on chart and allows for pattern symmetry—240 (272, 300, 
332, 360, 392) sts. Beginning and ending at line indicated 
for your size, and working 12-st pattern repeat 19 (22, 24, 
27, 29, 32) times across each round, then working 5-st 
steek chart, work Rnds 1–36 of chart 3 times. Body mea-
sures about 14.75” (37.5 cm) from CO.

NOTES
*  Sweater is worked bottom-up 

in the round. Body and Sleeves 
are worked separately and then 
joined to work the raglan yoke.

*  Steek stitches are worked at 
the center front throughout 
Body and Yoke. Because 
V-neck shaping is worked with 
the steek, the neck hole will 
be very small before cutting. 
After completing Yoke, steek 
is reinforced and cut to open 
the center front, then stitches 
are picked up for ribbed band. 
Underarms are joined using 
three-needle bind-off.
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